KG-200
PRO AUDIO WIRED GAMING HEADSET
As makers of legendary headphones and the world’s best home and
pro cinema speakers, acoustic geniuses at Klipsch have created
the KG-200, the most powerful, ultra- comfortable and acoustically
detailed gaming headset your ears have ever worn. Dominate your play
with a true audio advantage that immerses you completely and shifts
the game in your favor.
GAME ON
Designed for use with PlayStation 4, PlayStation 3, Xbox 360, Xbox One*
and PC, the KG-200 headset delivers optimized sound for every game type.
LEGENDARY KLIPSCH SOUND
Wide-field stereo imaging, a digital amplifier and 40mm custom drivers
precision tuned for gaming deliver life-like detail.
ATHLETIC MESH EARPADS
Provide long-term wear, comfort and breathability while still delivering
superior levels of noise isolation.
EAR MOUNTED CONTROLS
Large, easily-accessible controls are located on the right earcup.
Chat Volume
Game Audio
Mic Monitor
EQ
FOUR SELECTABLE EQ PRESETS
Custom voiced with four gaming EQs so you hear every crucial sound with
critical detail.
· Fidelity: Clear, balanced sound for any situation
· Combat: Optimized bass enhances explosions, gunshots and vocals
· Stealth: Clean highs and clear mids enhance every detail around you
· Sport: Bass and mids tuned to enhance big hits and clutch plays
PRECISION-FLEX BOOM MIC
Adjustable
Detachable
Noise Filtering
Auto Level Adjust
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SPECIFICATIONS
Design

Over-Ear Gaming Headset

Drive Components

40mm custom-tuned drivers

Compatibility

Playstation 4, Playstation 3, Xbox 360, Xbox One* and PC

Features

Wide field stereo imaging, digital amplifier, athletic mesh
ear pads, four selectable EQ presets, independent game
and chat volume, precision-flex boom mic, ear
cup-mounted controls

Frequency Response

16Hz - 23kHz

Impedance

32 Ohms

Sensitivity

110 dB

Accessories

Microphone
Xbox Talkback Cable
PS4 Chat Cable
USB PC Adapter
RCA to 3.5mm Splitter Cable
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*Compatible with Xbox One via 3rd Party Adapater (not included)
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